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Netflix Member Information Request Response 
 
Here is your Netflix Member Information Request Response (“Response”).  The Response 
consists of: 
 

1. Cover Sheet: We include this Cover Sheet to help you understand the information 
included in the Files and tables. Some of the terms in the Files and tables may look or 
sound unfamiliar. The Cover Sheet provides plain language explanations of what these 
terms mean.  

 
2. Files: The files including your information (“Files”) - the tables in the Files are machine 

readable. 
 

3. Additional Information: A document that provides information about the following 
areas: 

 
a. Types and sources of personal information 

 
b. Purposes of processing 

 
c. Disclosure of personal information 

 
d. Automated processing 

 
If you have questions about the information in this Cover Sheet or in the tables, or have other 
questions about this Response, please send us an email at privacy@netflix.com and we will 
be happy to help. 
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About this Cover Sheet 
 
We include this Cover Sheet to help you understand the information included in the Files and 
tables. Some of the terms in the Files and tables may look or sound unfamiliar. The Cover 
Sheet provides plain language explanations of what these terms mean. Here are a few other 
notes: 
 

● You may have used the Netflix service or updated your information after you made 
your information request, in which case related information will not be included in this 
Response. Also, the information that we collect and retain may change over time. 

 
● There might not be information in our systems for a given table or part of a table. In 

that case there may be blanks, we will not provide a specific table, or we will provide a 
table stating “We found no information for this table” (“We found no information for 
this table”).  Generally, notations such as “-1” or “NULL” indicate no or deleted 
information.  

 
● We keep information for different periods of time, so in some cases we have limited 

amounts of personal information to include in this Response. 
 

● In some cases, if your account is set to a specific language, our systems might record 
column headings or TV show/movie names in that language, as opposed to English.   

 
● Unless otherwise indicated, all dates and times in charts and tables are provided in 

Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), which is the primary time standard by which the 
world regulates clocks and time.  

 
Please see the Files to review your Netflix personal information.  Use the explanations below 
to help you. 
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● “Email Consent Netflix Surveys” - indicates whether a member is eligible to receive 
“Netflix Surveys” (in which we ask questions about how to make Netflix a better 
product for you). 

● “Email Consent Kids Activity” - indicates whether a member is eligible to receive 
“Netflix Kids and Family” email notifications (in which we provide updates about 
parental controls, kid profile activity, and recommendations). 

● “Sms Consent Transactional” - indicates whether a member is eligible to receive 
transactional SMS messages. 

● “Sms Consent Informational” - indicates whether a member is eligible to receive SMS 
messages related to the Netflix service like New Season alerts. 

● “Test Participation” - refers to “Test Participation” in the Settings area in the 
“Account” page settings, which allows members to participate in tests to help 
improve the Netflix experience and see potential changes before they are available to 
all members. 

● “Whats App Consent” - indicates whether the account owner is eligible to receive 
Netflix messages through the WhatsApp messaging service. 

● “Marketing Communications Matched Identifiers” - indicates whether you are eligible 
to receive Netflix promotional communications on third party services. 

 
Table 2: SubscriptionHistory (Subscription History) - This table contains details of the 
subscription(s) you have had with Netflix, such as the subscription plan name and the time 
period you subscribed to that particular plan. 
 

● “Subscription Opened Ts” - the UTC date and time when the subscription was 
created.  

● “Is Free Trial At Signup” -indicates whether the account owner received a free trial 
when signing up for the subscription. 

○ “0” means the account owner did not receive a free trial when signing up for 
the subscription. 

○  “1” means the account owner received a free trial when signing up for the 
subscription. 

● “Subscription Closed Ts” - the UTC date and time when the subscription was 
cancelled (if applicable).  

● “Is Customer Initiated Cancel” - indicates whether the subscription was cancelled 
voluntarily by the member or automatically cancelled by Netflix. 

● “Signup Plan Category” - indicates the type of subscription at the time of sign up.  
● “Signup Max Concurrent Streams” - indicates the number of DVDs out at a time or 

concurrent streams allowed (as applicable).  
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● “Utc Timestamp” - the UTC date and time the choice in “Selection Type” was 
selected.  

 
Table 3: MyList (My List) - My List is created by selecting the “+” symbol in a TV show or 
movie information page while you are browsing through our catalogue. 
 

● “Profile Name”  - the name of the profile in which the TV show or movie was added to 
the profile’s My List. 

● “Title Name” - the name of the TV show or movie added the profile’s My List. 
● “Country” - the country where the TV show or movie was added to the profile’s My 

List. 
● “Utc Title Add Date” - the UTC date the TV show or movie was added to the profile’s 

My List. 
 

Table 4: PlaybackRelatedEvents (Playback related events) - This table provides details of 
actions taken during a viewing session. 
 

● “Profile Name”  - the name of the profile in which the TV show or movie was viewed. 
● “Title Description” - the TV show or movie viewed. 
● “Device” - the device type from which the TV show or movie was streamed. 
● “Playback Start Utc Ts” - the UTC date and time the viewing started.  
● “Country” - the country (based on IP address) from which the TV show or movie was 

viewed. 
● “Playtraces” - indicates the events that took place during the playback. 

○ “eventType” - indicates the type of action taken. 
■ start -start of a viewing session. 
■ paused - pause the viewing session. 
■ reposition - forward or backward movement such as using the slider or 

the +10 or -10 seconds control. 
■ playing- play event, such as for the first time or resuming play after a 

pause. 
■ stopped - stopped, the end of a viewing session. 

○ “sessionOffsetMs” - indicates when the event occurred relative to the 
beginning of the viewing session that day.  

○ “mediaOffsetMs” - indicates when the event occurred relative to the 
beginning of the TV show or movie. 
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Table 5: Ratings (Ratings) - This table contains details of TV show or movie ratings. The 
rating might have been in the form of stars or thumbs up/down depending on when it was 
made. 
 

● “Profile Name”  - the name of the profile from which the rating originated.  
● “Title Name” - the name of the TV show or movie for which the rating was given. 
● “Rating Type” - the type of rating given to a TV show or movie. 
● “Star Value”   - the most recent star rating the profile user has given to a particular TV 

show or movie. In this column, the following values have the following meaning: 
○ “0” means the profile user has deleted the rating 
○  “-1” means the profile user is not interested in the TV show or movie 
○ “-2” means the profile user has indicated in Indicated Preferences (explained 

in the Indicated Preferences section below) that the TV show or movie has not 
been seen. 

● “Thumbs Value” - the numeric representation of the rating given to a TV show or 
movie.  
For a thumb Rating Type, the values have the following meaning: 

○ “0” means “not rated” 
○ “1” means “thumbs down” 
○ “2” means “thumbs up” 

● “Device Model” - the device model used when rating was given. 
● “Event Utc Ts” - the UTC date and time when the rating was given. 
● “Region View Date” - the regionalized date when the rating was given. 

 
Table 6: SearchHistory (SearchHistory) - 
 

● “Profile Name” - the name of the profile from which the search request originated. 
● “Country Iso Code” - the country (based on IP address) from which the search 

request originated. 
● “Device”  - the device type from which the account was accessed. 
● “Is Kids” - indication whether the search occurred on a Kids profile. In this column, 

the following values have the following meaning: 
○ “0” means the search did not occur on a Kids profile. 
○ “1” means the search occurred on a Kids profile. 

● “Query Typed” -  the query entered in the search field. 
● “Displayed Name” - the TV show or movie resulting from the query typed. 
● “Action” - shows actions in response to searches, such as whether a synopsis was 

viewed or a “play” button for a show was clicked, or that a searched TV show or 
movie was added to “My List” (My List). 
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● “Section” - this column shows where on the search results page the Action occurred. 
For example, that the play button in the show synopsis window was clicked, or that 
information about one of the Netflix suggested results was viewed, etc. 

● “Utc Timestamp” - the UTC date and time on which the search request was made. 
 
Table 7: ViewingActivity (Viewing Activity) -  
 

● “Profile Name” - the name of the profile in which viewing occurred.  
● “Start Time” - the UTC date and time viewing started. 
● “Duration” - the length of the viewing session. 
● “Attributes” - this column shows additional details of interactions with streamed 

content, where available:  
○ “Autoplayed: user action: None” - means that the viewer did not interact with 

that TV show or movie.  
○ “Autoplayed: user action: Unspecified” - means that the viewer either 

interacted with the TV show or movie (such as clicking on the box art and 
viewing the TV show or movie page while the auto-played content plays), or 
that the auto-played content was watched longer than 2 minutes. 

○ “Autoplayed: user action: User_Interaction” - means that the viewer 
interacted with the TV show or movie in a browser, by clicking on the video 
player controls or using keyboard shortcuts. 

○ “View was hidden” - indicates that the TV show or movie was marked “hide 
from viewing history” in Account settings. 

○ “Has branched playback” - indicates that the member can make choices 
during playback, to control what happens next. 

● “Title” - the TV show or movie viewed. 
● “Supplemental Video Type” - videos other than a TV show or movie, such as trailers 

or montages. 
○ The reference “N/A” means not applicable. 

● “Device Type” - the device type from which the TV show or movie was streamed. 
● “Bookmark” - the most recent viewing position (relative to the total length of the TV 

show or movie) from the particular playback session of the TV show or movie. 
● “Latest Bookmark” - indicates whether the Bookmark is the most recent viewing 

position (relative to the total length of the TV show or movie) from the most recent 
playback session of a TV show or movie. 

○ “Not latest view” - indicates that a particular playback session is not the most 
recent playback for the TV show or movie and therefore the Bookmark is not 
the most recent. 
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● “Pmt Status” - The status of the payment transaction. 
○ For example, “declined” means that the transaction was declined , “approved” 

means that the payment transaction was approved and the method of 
payment was charged, and “pending” means the transaction is pending 
decline or approval. 

● “Final Invoice Result” - The result of the charges we have made or attempted to 
make on your account for your subscription. 

○ For example,  “COMPLETED” means that the charge was successful; 
“SETTLED” is a financial term meaning that the fee in the captured 
transaction has reached Netflix, and “AUTHORIZATIONS” are requests sent 
by Netflix to the financial institution to verify that the payment method 
provided to Netflix works. These requests are not charges, but in some cases 
they may affect the available account balance. In the case of gift cards, 
“APPLIED” refers to the value of the gift card applied to your account, and 
“DEDUCTED” refers to the charge deducted from the balance of the gift card. 

● “Country” - The country in which the account subscription is initiated by providing a 
method of payment. 

● “Next Billing Date” - The UTC date of the next date on which the member will be 
billed.  

 
Table 2: Gift Subscriptions (Gift Subscriptions) - This table contains details of Netflix gift 
subscriptions you have purchased or redeemed. 
 

● “expirationDate” - the gift subscription code expiration date, if applicable. 
● “offerDescription” - the description of the purchased gift subscription. 
● “redemptionDate” - the UTC  date and time of the gift subscription redemption. 
● “redeemerName” - the name of the person for whom the gift subscription was 

purchased. 
● “giftCode” - indicates the code generated to redeem the gift. 
● “purchaseDate” - the UTC date and time of the gift subscription purchase. 
● “purchaseCountryCode” - the country (based on IP address) where the gift 

subscription was purchased. 
● “purchasePrice” - the purchase price of the gift subscription. 
● “purchaseDiscounted” - the amount by which the purchase price was discounted, if 

applicable. 
● “purchasedBy” - indicates the purchaser of the gift subscription.  
● “customizationMessage” - the custom message the purchaser of the gift subscription 

drafted to accompany the gift subscription sent to the recipient, if applicable. 
 






